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Abstract Articulated mobile robots consisting
of a tractor and passively off-hooked trailers
belong to a class of highly nonlinear, nonholo-
nomic, structurally unstable, differentially non-
flat, and underactuated dynamic systems. Due
to the mentioned properties of their kinematics,
motion control problems related to N-trailer ro-
bots (N-trailers) are non-trivial and challenging.
Cascaded control strategy presented in this paper
provides unified solution to the set-point and tra-
jectory tracking control tasks for articulated ro-
bots equipped with arbitrary number of passively
off-axle hitched trailers. Practically useful features
of the proposed controller come from its high
scalability and from application of the Vector-
Field-Orientation (VFO) controller in the outer
loop, which ensures fast errors convergence and
simplicity of control implementation and tuning.
Control input limitations of the robot are directly
taken into account by utilization of a simple veloc-
ity scaling procedure which preserves an instanta-
neous motion curvature of a tractor. Description
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and theoretical substantiation of the concept are
followed by the results of experimental validation
tests conducted with usage of a 3-trailer semi-
autonomous vehicle.
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1 Introduction

The N-trailer robots (shortly: N-trailers) consist of
an active tractor—usually a differentially-driven
cart—and arbitrary number of single-axle trailers
interconnected by passive rotary joints. According
to the type of interconnection between the vehicle
segments (on-axle or off-axle) one distinguishes
three kinds of tractor-trailer vehicles: Standard
N-Trailers (SNT) where all the hitching joints
are situated at the midpoint of a preceding
segment axle [10, 12], non-Standard N-Trailers
(nSNT) where all the joints are mounted off
the axle of a preceding segment [15], and General
N-Trailers (GNT) with the mixed locations of par-
ticular hitching points—on and off the axles [1].
Highly nonlinear nature of N-trailer kinematics,
the presence of nonholonomic constraints, struc-
tural instability of joint-angle subsystem, and non-
minimum-phase properties resulting from off-axle
interconnections [16] all make the motion control
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tasks of N-trailers the non-trivial and challenging
problems. Numerous, more or less specialized,
solutions to different motion tasks have been pro-
posed in the literature for 1-trailer or 2-trailer
robots, cf. for instant [3–6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 17, 23, 27,
33–35]. On the other hand, much less results have
been provided for N-trailer vehicles with arbitrary
number of segments (see for instant [22, 28, 29, 31,
32] where the control laws for SNT robots were
proposed). The most sparse is the literature which
tackles the motion control problems for nSNT
and GNT vehicles [2, 13, 24]. It is a consequence
of specific properties of their kinematics which
are not differentially flat, and non-linearizable by
feedback [1, 30]. Since availability of the results
for nSNT and GNT vehicles is rather limited,
further developments in this direction seem to be
justified.

In the paper a highly scalable cascaded VFO
controller for nSNT robots is presented and ex-
perimentally validated. Two classical motion tasks
are considered—trajectory tracking (TT) and set-
point (SP) control. It is shown that the two tasks
can be solved in a unified manner by using the cas-
caded control strategy together with the Vector-
Field-Orientation (VFO) outer-loop controller. A
structure of the proposed control system is a direct
consequence of N-trailer kinematics, which can
be formulated in the form of cascaded intercon-
nection of unicycle subsystems with velocities re-
sulting from propagation of tractor control inputs
along a vehicle kinematic chain. Application of
the cascaded control into nSNT robots is not a
completely new idea—is was independently pro-
posed in [7, 25] for the straight-line backward
tracking task under a special assumption of a vehi-
cle construction (where all the hitching distances
and all the trailer lengths are equal), and in [21]
for the backward path following task. In con-
trast, the approach proposed in the current paper
presents a unified solution to the set-point and
trajectory tracking control tasks for nSNT vehicles
by utilization of the VFO controller [18] in an
outer loop of a cascade. Solution admits backward
and forward motion strategy for a vehicle. A set of
admissible reference trajectories includes all the
persistently exciting time-parametrized curves de-
termined by a response of the unicycle model. The
overall control performance is inherited from the

outer-loop VFO controller, leading to fast errors
convergence and simple (intuitive) synthesis of
the resultant control system. Presentation of the
concept is complemented by a set of experimental
results acquired with the nS3T-type robotic vehi-
cle on a laboratory testbed equipped with a vision
feedback.

2 Kinematics of N-Trailer Vehicles and Control
Problem Formulation

2.1 N-Trailer Kinematics in a Cascaded Form

Kinematics of a non-standard N-trailer vehicle
can be represented by the structure presented
in Fig. 1. The vehicle consists of N + 1 seg-
ments: an active differentially-driven tractor (with
configuration and input components denoted by
index zero) and N passively off-axle hitched trail-
ers numbered from 1 to N. Kinematic parameters
of a vehicle are: trailer lengths Li > 0, hitch-
ing offsets1 Lhi �= 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , N, tractor
wheel radius r > 0, and tractor wheel base b > 0.

Configuration of the N-trailer can be uniquely
determined by the vector

q �
[

β

qN

]
∈ Q ⊆ R

N+3, (1)

where

β =
⎡
⎢⎣

β1
...

βN

⎤
⎥⎦ ∈ B ⊆ R

N, qN =
⎡
⎣θN

xN

yN

⎤
⎦ ∈ QN ⊆ R

3.

(2)

In the above definitions, β is the vector of rel-
ative joint angles, while qN is the last-trailer
configuration (posture) vector, which consists of
the N-th trailer orientation angle θN and posi-
tion coordinates (xN, yN) of the guidance point
P selected in a midpoint of a trailer wheels-axle
(cf. Fig. 1 for geometrical interpretation of par-
ticular variables). Location of the guidance point

1Note: a hitching offset is positive if it is located behind
an axle of a preceding vehicle segment or negative if it is
located in front of an axle.
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Fig. 1 Kinematic structure of a non-standard N-trailer
robot with determination of configuration variables, con-
trol inputs, and kinematic parameters

is crucial from a viewpoint of a control task
definition, which will be formulated in Section 2.2.
The vehicle control input vector

u0 � [ω0 v0]� ∈ U ⊆ R
2 (3)

consists of the angular and longitudinal velocities
of a tractor. Control space U may be constrained
to the subset of R

2 due to physical (or more con-
servatively imposed by a user) limitations of the
maximal admissible velocities of tractor wheels
(actuators).

In order to obtain a kinematic model of the
N-trailer in a cascaded form let us treat each of
the vehicle segments as a unicycle

q̇i = Gi(qi)ui = g1 ωi + g2(qi) vi, (4)

where

qi =
⎡
⎣θi

xi

yi

⎤
⎦ , Gi(qi) =

⎡
⎣1 0

0 cos θi

0 sin θi

⎤
⎦ , ui =

[
ωi

vi

]
, (5)

are the configuration vector, kinematic matrix,
and virtual control input of the i-th segment, re-
spectively. The orientation angle θi results from
equation

βi = θi−1 − θi. (6)

Kinematic relations between velocities of neigh-
boring segments can be written in the matrix
forms [15]

ui = Ji(βi)ui−1, ui−1 = J−1
i (βi)ui, (7)

with transformation matrices

Ji(βi) =
⎡
⎣− Lhi

Li
cos βi

1

Li
sin βi

Lhi sin βi cos βi

⎤
⎦ , (8)

J−1
i (βi) =

⎡
⎣− Li

Lhi
cos βi

1

Lhi
sin βi

Li sin βi cos βi

⎤
⎦ (9)

well determined for nSNT vehicles since Li > 0
and Lhi �= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N. The set of Eqs.
4–8 represents cascaded kinematics of N-trailer
robot which is illustrated in the form of block
scheme in Fig. 2. It is also possible to write the
N-trailer kinematics in an alternative closed form
as a driftless nonholonomic system (cf. [15])

q̇ = S(q)u0 (10)

with kinematic matrix S(q) obtained by combina-
tion of Eqs. 4–8 together with relation β̇i = ωi−1 −
ωi resulting from time-differentiation of Eq. 6.

By using relations (7), one can express a veloc-
ity vector of any vehicle segment as a function of
vehicle control input u0 or velocity vector uN of
the last trailer:

ui =
1∏

j=i

J j(β j)u0

= Ji(βi)Ji−1(βi−1) . . . J1(β1)u0, (11)

ui−1 =
N∏
j=i

J−1
j (β j)uN

= J−1
i (βi)J−1

i+1(βi+1) . . . J−1
N (βN)uN. (12)

Formulas (11)–(12), valid for any i = 1, . . . , N,
represent, respectively, the backward and forward
velocity propagation equations along a kinematic
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Fig. 2 Kinematics of N-trailer robots in the form of a multi-variable cascaded dynamic system (the model is valid for any
type of N-trailer robots—SNT, nSNT, and GNT [15])

chain of nSNT vehicle. Velocity propagation for-
mulas are essential for control law derivation pre-
sented in Section 3.

2.2 Motion Tasks and Control Problem Statement

Guidance point P located on a last trailer makes
the latter a guidance segment of the N-trailer
robot. As a consequence, the motion tasks un-
der consideration are to guide the last trailer
configuration qN(t) either to a constant reference
posture (a set-point in configuration space QN)

qNr = [θNr xNr yNr]� ∈ QN, (13)

or along a desired time-varying reference trajec-
tory

qNr(t) = [θNr(t) xNr(t) yNr(t)]� ∈ QN. (14)

From now on, we assume that reference trajectory
(Eq. 14):

A1. is admissible by satisfying unicycle
kinematics

q̇Nr(t) = GN(qNr(t))uNr(t) (15)

for some bounded and non-zero reference
velocity uNr(t) = [ωNr(t) vNr(t)]�,

A2. is at least twice differentiable (qNr(t) ∈ C2)
and is persistently exciting in the sense that
longitudinal reference velocity vNr(t) �= 0
for all t ≥ 0.

In order to formulate the control problem in a
mathematical manner let us introduce the posture
error vector

e =
⎡
⎣eθ

ex

ey

⎤
⎦=

[
eθ

e∗

]
�

⎡
⎣F(θNr − θN)

xNr − xN

yNr − yN

⎤
⎦∈ [−π, π) × R

2,

(16)

where F : R �→ [−π, π) maps the orientation
error onto range [−π, π). By W � diag{w, 1, 1} ∈
R

3×3 let us denote the weighting matrix with
component w ∈ (0, 1] selected by a designer. The
control problem is to design a feedback control
law u0 = u0(e, ·) which guarantees convergence of
posture error (Eq. 16) in the sense that

‖ W e(t)‖ ≤ δ ∀ t ≥ T, (17)

for the prescribed precision δ ≥ 0, with T ∈ (0, ∞)

being the convergence time-horizon. Introduction
of the weighting matrix W allows one to choose
proportion between terminal values for particular
error components of different units.

Formulation of the motion and control tasks in
terms of a posture of only the guidance segment
comes directly from practical reasons. In practice,
a working implement is very often mounted on
a last trailer. Loading/unloading tasks are also
performed first for a last trailer in a chain. Back-
ward maneuvers with trailers naturally makes a
last trailer the guidance segment for a whole ve-
hicle which can be treated as a virtual tractor
in this case [20]. Therefore in practice, motion
tasks with N-trailers are usually prioritized where
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a posture of a last trailer is distinguished from a
whole vehicle configuration, and stabilization of
the rest configuration variables has a secondary
meaning. Moreover, simultaneous control of all
the configuration variables of N-trailers (without
any prioritization) can make a control process
highly oscillatory with many tractor reversals, thus
energetically expensive and unacceptable under
practical conditions (see e.g. [13, 22, 26]).

3 Cascaded Control Concept

3.1 Cascaded Control Law—General
Formulation

Cascaded structure of N-trailer kinematics to-
gether with velocity propagation formulas (7) may
suggest the following control design methodology.

According to Eq. 12 one can express an instan-
taneous desired tractor input, denoted by u0c, as
a function of an instantaneous desired velocity of
the guidance segment uNc:

u0c =
N∏

j=1

J−1
j (β j)uNc. (18)

Let us make a thought experiment where, tem-
porarily, the guidance segment is mechanically
separated from the rest of the N-trailer. Further-
more, let us assume that some bounded control
function �(e, ·) ∈ R

2 is given, which possesses the
following properties:

P1. ∀ t ≥ 0 ‖ �(e(t), ·)‖ ≤ Mφ < ∞,
P2. direct application of function �(e, ·) into the

unicycle kinematics of the last-trailer ensures
implication

q̇N = GN(qN)�(e, ·)
⇒ ∀ t ≥ 0 ‖ e(t)‖ ≤ Me ∧ ‖ e(τ )‖ t→∞−→ 0

(19)

with upper bound Me < ∞.

We do not determine any particular form of
function �(e, ·) at the moment; it will be pre-
cisely defined based on the VFO approach in
Section 3.2.

Since the guidance segment can be treated as
a unicycle with virtual input uN = [ωN vN]�, one
may postulate to ensure that uN = �(e, ·) and, as a
consequence, to force implication (19). Hence, let
us define the desired velocity uNc � �(e, ·), and
according to Eq. 18 the desired tractor input

u0c(e, β, ·) =
N∏

j=1

J−1
j (β j)�(e, ·). (20)

Equation 20 represents a general definition of the
cascaded control law for nSNT robots. Function
�(e, ·) is an output of the last-trailer controller
placed in an outer loop of a cascade (as illustrated
in Fig. 3). Matrix transformation

∏N
j=1 J−1

j (β j) can
be treated as the inner loop controller, which re-
quires measuring of instantaneous values of joint
angles βi, i = 1, . . . , N, to propagate desired ve-
locities from the last trailer toward the tractor
segment. Let us summarize the cascaded control
concept by the following proposition.

Proposition 1 Application to nSNT kinematics
(Eq. 10) of a control input in the form

u0 � u0c(e, β, ·) (21)

with desired control vector u0c(e, β, ·) determined
by Eq. 20 and with outer-loop control function
�(e, ·) having properties P1 to P2, ensures bound-
edness of input u0, and solves the control problem
under consideration satisfying inequality (17) for
T = ∞ if δ = 0 or T < ∞ if δ > 0.

Fig. 3 General scheme of the proposed cascaded control
system with the last-trailer (outer-loop) controller and the
inner-loop controller responsible for velocity transforma-
tion along a vehicle kinematic chain
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Proof First, we will show boundedness of tractor
control input u0. According to Eqs. 21, 20, and due
to property P1 one can write what follows:

‖ u0‖ (21)= ‖ u0c(e, β, ·)‖ (20)=
∥∥∥∥∥∥

N∏
j=1

J−1
j (β j)�(e, ·)

∥∥∥∥∥∥

≤
N∏

j=1

∥∥∥ J−1
j (β j)

∥∥∥ ‖ �(e, ·)‖ ≤
N∏

j=1

MjMφ <∞,

where Mj =
√(

1+ L2
j

L2
hj

)
cos2 β j +

(
1

L2
hj
+L2

j

)
sin2 β j

is the Frobenius norm of matrix J−1
j (β j), which is

bounded if only Lhj �= 0 (it is satisfied for nSNT
robots by definition).

Second, let us consider convergence of posture
error e(t). By recalling propagation formula (11)
one can show what follows:

uN
(11)=

1∏
j=N

J j(β j)u0
(21)=

1∏
j=N

J j(β j)u0c(e, β, ·)

(20)=
1∏

j=N

J j(β j)

N∏
j=1

J−1
j (β j)�(e, ·) ≡ �(e, ·). (22)

The above result means that definition (Eq. 21)
with the desired tractor input u0c(e, β, ·) deter-
mined by Eq. 20 guarantees, that at any time
instant t ≥ 0 the last-trailer velocity uN is forced
to be equal, as expected, to the instantaneous
outer-loop control function �(e, ·). Hence, in
the cascaded closed-loop system holds: q̇N =
GN(qN)�(e, ·). By using property P2 with impli-
cation (Eq. 19) one concludes that the posture er-
ror e(t) is bounded and asymptotically converges
toward zero as t → ∞. Since all the weights in
matrix W used in Eq. 17 are non-zero we have
‖ W e‖ = 0 ⇔ ‖ e‖ = 0, thus one may conclude
that ‖ W e(t)‖ → 0 as t → ∞. The last statement
corresponds to Eq. 17 with δ = 0 and T = ∞. As
a consequence, for δ > 0 there exists a time instant
T < ∞ such that ‖ W e(t)‖ ≤ δ for all t ≥ T. ��

3.2 Outer-loop VFO Controller

To make cascaded control law (Eq. 20) complete,
one needs to determine a form of the outer-
loop control function �(e, ·). We will define the
outer-loop control function using the VFO control
approach described in [18]. A general form of
the VFO control function has a unified structure
regardless the motion task is considered—SP or
TT. It can be determined by the formula

�(e, ·) =
[
φω(e, ·)
φv(e, ·)

]
�

[
ha(e, ·)

h�(e, ·) g2(qN)

]
, (23)

where

h(e, ·) =
⎡
⎣ha(e, ·)

hx(e, ·)
hy(e, ·)

⎤
⎦ =

[
ha(e, ·)
h∗(e, ·)

]
(24)

�
[

kaea(h∗(e, ·)) + θ̇a(h∗(e, ·))
kpe∗ + v∗(·)

]
(25)

is the so-called convergence vector f ield defined
with utilization of two design parameters ka >

0 and kp > 0. Particular components used in
definition (25) take the forms:2

ea(h∗(e, ·)) � θa(h∗(e, ·)) − θN (26)

θa(h∗(e, ·)) �
{

Atan2c
(
σ hy, σ hx

)
for

∥∥ h∗∥∥ > 0
θa lim for

∥∥ h∗∥∥ = 0
(27)

θ̇a(h∗(e, ·)) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ḣyhx − hyḣx

h2
x + h2

y
for

∥∥ h∗∥∥ > 0

0 for
∥∥ h∗∥∥ = 0

, (28)

where Atan2c (·, ·) : R × R �→ R is a continuous
version of the discontinuous function Atan2 (·, ·) :
R × R �→ [−π, π), σ ∈ {−1, +1} is the decision
factor which determines a desired motion strategy
for the guidance segment (σ := −1 for backward
motion or σ := +1 for forward motion), and

θa lim � θa(h∗(e, ·) → 0). (29)

The term v∗(·) introduced in Eq. 25 has a mean-
ing of a feedforward velocity; its form depends
on the motion task considered and it is the only
difference in the VFO control function (Eq. 23)

2From now on, symbol ‖ ·‖ will denote the Euclidean norm.
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when it is used for the trajectory tracking or set-
point control task. The feedforward velocity is
determined as follows:

v∗(·) =
{

v∗
r (t) for tracking control task,

v∗
v (e) for set-point control task,

(30)

where

v∗
r (t) �

[
ẋNr(t)
ẏNr(t)

]
, (31)

v∗
v (e) �

[−ησ ‖ e∗‖ cos θNr

−ησ ‖ e∗‖ sin θNr

]
, (32)

and η ∈ (0, kp) is an additional design parameter.

Remark 1 Switching conditions in Eqs. 27 and
28 have been introduced due to indeterminacy
of Atan2c (0, 0). Under conditions of measure-
ment noises present in the outer feedback loop
one may prefer to use a positive envelope ε in
the switching conditions (instead of zero value) by
selection:

ε ≤ δ for SP control task, (33)

0 < ε < inf
t

|vNr(t)| for TT control task. (34)

In this case switching conditions in Eqs. 27 and
28 take the form of inequalities:

∥∥ h∗∥∥ > ε and∥∥ h∗∥∥ ≤ ε, respectively, and θa lim is the value of
θa reached at the time instant of entering the
envelope ε (cf. [18]).

Special structure of VFO control function
(Eq. 23) originally results from geometrical inter-
pretations of the unicycle kinematics and from de-
composition of a unicycle control process into the
azimuthal (related with component φω) and radial
(related with component φv) control subprocesses
[18]. In the geometrical interpretation, component
φω can be called the orienting control function,
while φv the pushing control function. In the case
of a set-point control task the feedforward ve-
locity v∗

v (e) defined by Eq. 32 is responsible for
directing the unicycle motion in order to align
its orientation with the reference one in a ter-
minal control phase when the guidance segment
approaches a reference position. Term v∗

v (e) is
crucial in ensuring convergence of the orientation

error toward zero. Intensity of the directing ef fect
can be adjusted by a value of parameter η (see
Remark 2). More details on the VFO controllers
can be found in [18]. The convergence analysis
presented in [18] (cf. also [19]) revealed that the
VFO control function (Eq. 23) has expected prop-
erties P1 to P2 for both TT and SP control tasks.

Having defined an outer-loop control function
in the form of VFO controller (Eq. 23), the gen-
eral cascaded control law (Eq. 21) will be here-
after called the cascaded VFO controller, and the
resultant closed-loop system—the cascaded VFO
control system (cf. Fig. 4).

Remark 2 Application of VFO control function
(Eq. 23) requires selection of values for three
design parameters ka, kp, and η. One can provide
very simple heuristic tuning rules for the VFO
controller (their effectiveness has been positively
verified by numerous simulation and experimen-
tal tests [18]). The rules can be formulated as
follows: 1◦ select kp > 0 to get a compromise
between the convergence rate for position error
e∗(t), the resultant control cost, and sensitivity to
feedback measurement noises (previous experi-
ence suggests kp ∈ (0, 5)), 2◦ take ka = 2kp be-
cause the orienting control process is crucial for
the VFO control strategy, 3◦ choose η ∈ (0, kp)

according to an expected intensity of the directing
effect by following the practical principle: the less
the difference (kp − η), the greater intensity of
directing [18]. The two-valued decision factor σ ∈
{−1, +1} used in Eqs. 27 and 32 determines the
desired motion strategy for the guidance segment.
In the case of trajectory tracking task one should
select value of decision factor

σ := sgn(vNr(t)), (35)

where vNr(t) is the reference longitudinal veloc-
ity along reference trajectory qNr(t) (cf. Eq. 15).
According to assumption A2 we have vNr(t) �= 0
for all t ≥ 0, thus the right-hand side of Eq. 35
is constant and non-zero for all t ≥ 0. For the
set-point control task decision factor σ can be
freely chosen by a designer for almost all initial
conditions e(0) (cf. [15]).

Remark 3 The hints on the decision factor selec-
tion formulated in Remark 2 correspond to the
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case when the original VFO controller can be
directly applied into the unicycle kinematics. In
the case where the VFO controller is utilized in
the cascaded control law proposed in Section 3.1,
there may exist limitations in selection of σ value
for some practical motion conditions. Limitations
allow preventing the effect of vehicle folding in
particular joints, which has to be avoided in most
practical cases (due to mechanical constraints im-
posed on admissible joint angles). The issue of
vehicle folding has been treated in details in [15].
The general rule of σ selection (to avoid the fold-
ing effect) is to satisfy equality

σ = −sgn(Lhi). (36)

The above requirement implies that the control
tasks can be accomplished without the vehicle
folding only in the backward strategy in case of
positive hitching offsets, or only in the forward
strategy in case of negative offsets. Furthermore,
since we have in our disposal only a single deci-
sion factor, all the vehicle hitching offsets must
be of the same sign. The latter fact imposes the
assumption about homogeneous hitching of all the
trailers.3

3.3 Addressing Control Input Limitations

Control input limitations of the N-trailer result
from a maximal admissible angular velocity im-
posed on the tractor wheels. In this case, control
space U introduced in Eq. 3 has a diamond-like
shape indicating that the instantaneous admis-
sible values of angular and longitudinal tractor
velocities are interrelated [15]. Thus, one needs
to consider input limitations in the wheel-velocity
space which has a square shape. Let us denote
by ωw max > 0 the maximal admissible angular ve-
locity of the tractor wheel which cannot be ex-
ceeded during vehicle motion.4 Transformation
of the nominal control vector u0c computed by

3Note: in case where the vehicle folding is admissible—
there are no constraints on vehicle joint angles—the ho-
mogeneous hitching assumption and restriction (36) can be
completely annulled.
4Value of ωw max can result from physical limitations of
vehicle actuators or may be more conservatively selected
due to the motion safety or energy-saving reasons.

Eq. 20 can be transformed to the wheel velocity
space through the linear map

ω0c(t) =
[
ω0Rc(t)
ω0Lc(t)

]
= T−1u0c(t), (37)

where

T =
[

r/b −r/b
r/2 r/2

]

is the constant transformation matrix (parameters
r and b are the tractor wheel radius and the tractor
wheel base, respectively). Vector ω0c(t) includes
current desired velocities ω0Rc(t) and ω0Lc(t) for
the right and left wheel, respectively. In general,
values of ω0Rc(t) and ω0Lc(t) may violate limitation
ωw max. Thus, to guarantee satisfaction of the limit,
one introduces scaling function ks : R

2 �→ (0, 1] in
the form

ks(ω0c(t)) � 1

s(ω0c(t))
, (38)

where

s(ω0c(t)) � max

{
1; |ω0Rc(t)|

ωw max
; |ω0Lc(t)|

ωw max

}
. (39)

The nominal control vector u0c(t) can be modified
on-line (for every time instant t ≥ 0) leading to the
scaled control vector

u0s(t) � ks(ω0c(t)) u0c(t). (40)

Equations 38–40 represent the velocity scaling
procedure. Note that control vector u0s(t) has
a decreased norm (in comparison to ‖ u0c(t)‖),
but it preserves a direction and a sense of the
nominal vector u0c(t) at any time instant. As a
consequence, the instantaneous desired motion
curvature κ0c(t) = ω0c(t)/v0c(t) for the tractor is
preserved: κ0s(t) = ω0s(t)/v0s(t) = κ0c(t). Further-
more, desired velocities [ω0Rs ω0Ls]� = T−1u0s do
satisfy limitation determined by the upper bound
ωw max. The last two statements can be summarized
by the corollary

∀ t ≥ 0
ω0c(t)
v0c(t)

= ω0s(t)
v0s(t)

∧ ∣∣ω0R,Ls(t)
∣∣ ≤ ωw max,

which is valid after application of the scaling pro-
cedure (Eqs. 38–40). In the tractor-input space
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Fig. 4 Block scheme of the proposed cascaded VFO con-
trol system with the velocity scaling block serially placed
between the cascaded controller and nSNT kinematics

it guarantees that ∀ t ≥ 0 |ω0(t)| ≤ ω0 max, |v0(t)| ≤
v0 max, where

ω0 max = 2r
b

ωw max, v0 max = r ωw max. (41)

Utilization of the velocity scaling procedure
is explained in Fig. 4, where the velocity scaling
block has been placed in the main route between
the cascaded VFO controller and the nSNT kine-
matics. Application of the scaling procedure has
a serious (and beneficial) impact to a resultant
control performance.

4 Report of Experimental Validation

4.1 Testbed Description

Experimental RMP-SW testbed consists of two
main components. The first one is the 3-trailer
RMP robot (presented in Fig. 5) equipped with
two brushless DC motors (8-pole-pair, 50 W,
Maxon EC 45-f lat with gearboxes of ratio
47 : 1). Each motor is independently controlled
by the PI speed regulator with feedback from
hall-sensors. Values of tractor kinematic parame-
ters are: wheel radius r = 0.0293 m, and wheel
base b = 0.15 m. All three trailers have the
same lengths Li = 0.229 m, i = 1, 2, 3. Location of
the vehicle joints are mechanically adjustable in
range [−0.008; 0.056] m with resolution of 0.008 m
(hitching offsets can be made positive, zero or
negative). Joint angles are measured by 14-bit
absolute encoders (Hengstler AD36). RMP robot
is equipped with the on-board DSP floating-point
processor (TMS320F28335), which makes the ro-
bot computationally self-sufficient (the cascaded

control law and reference signals are computed
in real time on the board). Two independent
incremental encoders (MHK40-8-2000-5-N) with
resolution of 2000 imp/rev are mounted on the
wheel semi-axles in the last trailer providing mea-
surements for dead reckoning.

The second component of RMP-SW testbed
is an external vision system, which consists of
a digital camera (uEye UI-1240SE-C, resolution
1280 × 1024, sampling 25 Hz) connected to an ex-
ternal PC computer. Vision system plays a role of
an exteroceptive localization sensor, which on-line
estimates a posture of the guidance segment based
upon a current view of a LED marker located on
the last trailer (cf. Fig. 5). Resolution of the vi-
sion localization is 0.4 mm for position coordinates
and 0.3 deg for an orientation angle. Exemplary
(focused) view from the external camera together
with a result of the last-trailer posture estimation
are presented in Fig. 6. Wireless communication
(modules CC2500 TI) between the robot and the
external PC computer allows for closure of a vi-
sion feedback, and for exchange of signal samples
(for visualization purposes) and user-selected sys-
tem parameters.

4.2 Implementation Details

A block scheme of the cascaded control sys-
tem implemented on the RMP-SW testbed is
presented in Fig. 7. On the scheme one can
distinguish two main computational subsystems
synchronized by two different sampling periods:
Tp = 0.01 s for all the computations performed
by the on-board processor, and Td = 4Tp = 0.04 s
for computations related with the external vision
system.5 Two independent subsystems which are
responsible for real-time estimation of the last-
trailer posture have been implemented in the sys-
tem. The first subsystem performs exteroceptive
estimation providing the absolute posture estimate
q̂Ne computed based on the LED marker localiza-
tion by the vision system. The second subsystem
performs proprioceptive estimation by incremental

5In RMP-SW system the average time of vision signal
processing and exteroceptive posture estimation is about
0.008 s.
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Fig. 5 RMP articulated mobile robot used during experimental validation tests (nS3T version is shown with hitching offsets
Lhi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3)

computations of posture q̂Np based on the vari-
ables or measurements accessible on the robot
board. Proprioceptive estimation is a result of
numerical integration of the unicycle kinematics
(Eq. 4) for i = N, which can be approximated by
the Euler method with a constant sampling time
Tp as follows:

q̂Np(n) ≈ q̂N(n−1)+Tp · GN(q̂N(n−1))ũN(n−1),

where q̂N denotes the estimate determined by
Eq. 42, and input ũN(n − 1) can be selected as a
one of two possible options (PbE or MbE):

ũN(n − 1) :=
{∏1

i=N Ji(βi)u0s(n − 1) for PbE
ûN(n − 1) for MbE

.

In the above formulation PbE means the
Prediction-based Estimator (input ũN is predicted

Fig. 6 Exemplary view from the external digital camera
used on the experimental testbed together with a result of
the last-trailer posture estimation

according to the tractor control input u0s com-
puted by the cascaded control law, and propa-
gated using formula (11)), while MbE means the
Measurement-based Estimator (input ũN is esti-
mated according to measurements of velocities
of the last-trailer wheels). Selection between PbE
and MbE depends on a designer.

The results from the two subsystems (q̂Ne and
q̂Np, respectively) are fused in order to obtain
the resultant posture estimation q̂N with improved
quality. Estimate q̂N is ready for use as an outer-
loop feedback signal. The fusion mechanism can
be explained as follows.

Let tp � nTp and td � mTd, n, m ∈ N, denote
the two time variables related with two sampling
intervals Tp and Td = 4Tp, respectively. The re-
sultant posture estimate q̂N at time instant tp is
obtained according to equation

q̂N(tp) :=
{

q̂Np(tp) if tp �= td
w1 · q̂Np(tp) + w2 · q̂Ne(td) if tp = td

(42)

with non-negative weights w1 and w2 satisfying
relation w1 + w2 = 1. Equation 42 indicates that
the proprioceptive estimate is combined with the
vision estimate with period Td. Within time in-
tervals (nTp; (n + 3)Tp] posture estimate q̂N is
equivalent to the proprioceptive estimate. Values
of the weights w1, w2 are selectable by a designer
as a compromise between filtration effectiveness
of the high frequency measurement noise present
in estimate q̂Ne, and a level of a drift characteristic
for the proprioceptive estimate q̂Np.
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Fig. 7 Cascaded control
system implemented on
the RMP-SW testbed
with vision feedback; the
red arrows indicate
components of the outer
feedback loop, and the
blue arrow denotes the
inner feedback loop

4.3 Results and Comments for Set-point Control
Task

Two sets of set-point control experiments, E1
and E2, have been conducted for nS3T vehi-
cle with negative and positive hitching offsets,
respectively. In both experiments three scenar-
ios of parking maneuvers (perpendicular-, parallel-,
and U-turn-parking) has been presented for
different initial conditions of the robot. In all cases
the outer feedback loop was computing according
to fusion mechanism (Eq. 42) with utilization of
the PbE.

Experiment E1 In experiment E1 negative
hitching offsets Lh1 = Lh2 = Lh3 = −0.008 m
were adjusted in the robot. During first control
trials highly oscillatory movement of the tractor
was observed as a consequence of very small
hitching offset values used in inverse matrices
(Eq. 9). Since the hitching offsets affect mainly
angular velocities in transformation formula
(12) (cf. the first row of matrix in Eq. 9),
high oscillations and permanent saturations
of the angular control component of input u0

were observed after application of the scaling
procedure (Eq. 40). As a consequence, the overall
vehicle motion was highly non-smooth and
simultaneously sluggish due to very small values
of the tractor longitudinal velocity possible under
these conditions. In order to attenuate mentioned
oscillations, the overestimated values of hitching

offsets Lh1 = Lh2 = Lh3 = −0.032 m were used
in computations of the inner-loop controller
and in the PbE. The following parameters
were chosen for the remaining control blocks:
ka = 2, kp = 1, η = 0.6, σ = −sgn(Lhi) = +1
(forward parking maneuvers), and ωw max =
6 rad/s. The weights in Eq. 42 were set to
w1 = 0.98, w2 = 0.02. Since in practice one cannot
expect precise convergence of the posture error
to zero, the SP control task was terminated
according to the switching strategy:

�(e) :=
{

(23) for ‖ W e(t)‖ > δ,

0 for ‖ W e(t)‖ ≤ δ,
(43)

with δ = 0.02 and W = diag{√0.001, 1, 1} (note
that Eq. 43 still ensures satisfaction of inequality
(17)). The results of experiment E1 are presented
in Figs. 8 and 9. Three scenarios (A, B, and C) of
subsequent parking maneuvers have been shown,
where the reference postures (values in [rad, m, m])

qA
3r =

⎡
⎣ −π

−0.4
0.0

⎤
⎦ , qB

3r =
⎡
⎣ 0.0

0.9
−0.7

⎤
⎦ , qC

3r =
⎡
⎣

π
2
1
1

⎤
⎦

have been denoted in Fig. 8 in the form of green
dock-marks. Initial robot configurations q(0) have
been highlighted in magenta.

Analyzing time plots in Fig. 9 one can find non-
oscillatory convergence of the guidance segment
toward the reference postures. Control perfor-
mance for the last trailer directly results from
properties of the VFO control law used in the
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Fig. 8 E1: experimental results of three forward park-
ing maneuvers (A, B, and C) performed in a task space
with nS3T robot in the case of negative hitching offsets

(Lh1,2,3 < 0); initial robot configurations q(0) are high-
lighted in magenta, and reference postures q3r are repre-
sented by green dock-marks

outer feedback loop. Worth to note that control
signals are bounded and preserve maximal admis-
sible values ω0 max = 2.34 rad/s, v0 max = 0.175 m/s.
Because of small hitching offsets adjusted in the
robot (due to mechanical limitations present in
the RMP vehicle) one can see substantial oscil-
lations in the tractor motion (see oscillatory and
noisy control signal ω0) and, as a consequence,

in the first robot joint. This sensitivity grow can
be explained by the form of inverse matrix in
Eq. 9. For Lhi ≈ 0 the transformation matrix
Ji(βi) becomes close to singular one, thus any
noises present in the outer loop are substantially
gained by the inner loop. Despite oscillatory be-
havior of the joint angles, any folding effect has
not occurred during parking maneuvers. Further-

Fig. 9 E1: time-plots of particular signals for three forward parking maneuvers (A, B, and C) performed with nS3T robot in
the case of negative hitching offsets (Lh1,2,3 < 0)
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Fig. 10 E2: experimental results of three backward park-
ing maneuvers (A, B, and C) performed in a task space
with nS3T robot in the case of positive hitching offsets

(Lh1,2,3 > 0); initial robot configurations q(0) are high-
lighted in magenta, and reference postures q3r are repre-
sented by green dock-marks

more, in spite of overestimated offsets used in
the controller equations, the closed-loop system
remained stable and control task has been success-
fully completed.

Experiment E2 For the purpose of experiment
E2 the positive hitching offsets Lh1 = Lh2 =
Lh3 = 0.048 m were adjusted in the robot. In this

case true offsets values were used in computations
of the inner-loop controller and in the PbE. For
the rest of controller parameters the following
values were chosen: ka = 2, kp = 1, η = 0.8, σ =
−sgn(Lhi) = −1 (backward parking maneuvers),
ωw max = 6 rad/s, and w1 = 0.98, w2 = 0.02. Simi-
larly as in experiment E1 the switching strategy
(Eq. 43) was used with δ = 0.02 and w = √

0.001.

Fig. 11 E2: time-plots of particular signals for three backward parking maneuvers (A, B, and C) performed with nS3T robot
in the case of positive hitching offsets (Lh1,2,3 > 0)
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The results of experiment E2 are shown in Figs. 10
and 11. Three scenarios (A, B, and C) of subse-
quent parking maneuvers have been shown with
the reference postures (values in [rad, m, m])

qA
3r =

⎡
⎣ 0.0

−0.7
0.0

⎤
⎦ , qB

3r =
⎡
⎣ π

0.8
−0.7

⎤
⎦ , qC

3r =
⎡
⎣ π

0.8
1.0

⎤
⎦

denoted in Fig. 10 by the green dock-marks.
Similarly as in experiment E1, non-oscillatory

convergence of posture errors for the guidance
segment can be seen in Fig. 11. This is a con-
sequence of the VFO control action in the
outer feedback loop. Control signals are bounded
and preserve maximal admissible values ω0 max =
2.34 rad/s, v0 max = 0.175 m/s. In contrast to results
from experiment E1, in this case oscillations of
control signals and joint angles are substantially
reduced due to much longer hitching offsets ad-
justed in the RMP robot. Higher oscillations can
be seen only in the terminal part of maneuvers as
a result of sensitivity grow of VFO controller near
point e = 0 (see [15, 18]). Worth to note the lack
of any vehicle folding in spite of relatively high
values of joint angles reached within transient
states (especially for scenarios B and C).

4.4 Results and Comments for Trajectory
Tracking Task

Control performance in the tracking task has been
verified by two additional experiments–E3 and
E4–conducted for elliptical and eight-shaped ref-
erence trajectories, respectively (both character-
ized by time-varying reference velocities). During
experiments E3 and E4 the outer feedback loop
was computing according to fusion mechanism
(Eq. 42) with utilization of the PbE. Switching
conditions, preventing indeterminacy in Eqs. 27
and 28, was designed with small positive vicinity
ε = 0.02 (cf. Remark 1).

�Fig. 12 E3: experimental results of the forward trajectory-
tracking task (elliptical reference trajectory) with nS3T ro-
bot in the case of negative hitching offsets (Lh1,2,3 < 0);
initial robot configuration q(0) is highlighted in magenta;
the reference trajectory is denoted by the green dashed line
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�Fig. 13 E4: experimental results of the backward
trajectory-tracking task (eight-shaped reference trajectory)
with nS3T robot in the case of positive hitching offsets
(Lh1,2,3 > 0); initial robot configuration q(0) is highlighted
in magenta; the reference trajectory is denoted by the
green dashed line

Experiment E3 In experiment E3, conducted
with small negative hitching offsets Lh1 = Lh2 =
Lh3 = −0.008 m, the elliptical reference trajec-
tory was selected, and determined by the time-
parametrized equations (values in [m]): x3r(t) =
0.6 cos (0.1t), y3r(t) = 0.4 sin (0.1t). Controller pa-
rameters and posture estimation weights were se-
lected as follows: ka = 2, kp = 1, ωw max = 10 rad/s,
σ = −sgn(Lhi) = +1 (forward tracking) and w1 =
0.95, w2 = 0.05. Similarly as for experiment E1
(and due to the same reasons), the overesti-
mated values of hitching offsets Lh1 = Lh2 =
Lh3 = −0.032 m were used in computations of the
inner-loop controller and in the PbE. The results
of the elliptical trajectory tracking task are pre-
sented in Fig. 12. On the X-Y plot a reference path
has been highlighted in green, path of the guid-
ance segment has been denoted by blue dashed
line, and initial robot configuration q(0) has been
highlighted in magenta.

Due to the small hitching offsets adjusted in
the robot the highly oscillatory tractor behavior
can be observed according to the time-plots of
joint angles and especially of control input ω0(t).
This effect, together with the fact that overesti-
mated offsets values were used in computations,
influenced the resultant tracking precision, espe-
cially for the orientation error eθ . Non-smooth
motion of the last trailer can be also concluded
based on the time plots of last-trailer velocities6

ω3(t) and v3(t), which tracked the reference ve-
locities (signals ω3r(t) and v3r(t) denoted by black
dashed lines in the bottom time-plot) only in
the average sense. However, despite the oscilla-
tory motion character, the rate of posture errors
convergence and accuracy of position tracking
(terminal behavior of errors ex(t) and ey(t)) seem
to be acceptable, and any vehicle folding is

6Velocities of the last trailer have been computed by using
the tractor control inputs and propagation formula (11).
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not present in the robot motion. During the
whole control time-horizon the control signals are
bounded and preserve maximal admissible values
ω0 max = 3.9 rad/s, v0 max = 0.293 m/s.

Experiment E4 The last experiment was con-
ducted using positive hitching offsets Lh1 = Lh2 =
0.048 m, and Lh3 = 0.032 m. True offsets val-
ues were used in computations of the inner-
loop controller and in the PbE. The reference
eight-shaped trajectory was computing accord-
ing to the time-parametrized equations (values
in [m]): x3r(t) = 0.6 sin (0.2t), y3r(t) = 0.6 sin (0.1t).
Controller parameters and posture estimation
weights were selected as follows: ka = 2, kp = 1,
ωw max = 10 rad/s, σ = −sgn(Lhi) = −1 (backward
tracking) and w1 = 0.98, w2 = 0.02. The results
of the eight-shaped trajectory tracking task are
presented in Fig. 13. On the X-Y plot a refer-
ence path has been highlighted in green, path of
the guidance segment has been denoted by blue
dashed line, and initial robot configuration q(0)

has been highlighted in magenta.
Comparing the control performance obtained

in this case with the results of experiment E3
one observes much less oscillations in the vehicle
motion. This is a direct consequence of the longer
hitching offsets adjusted in the robot. The resul-
tant smooth behavior of the guidance segment
can be seen on the plot of velocities7 ω3(t) and
v3(t) which closely track the reference velocities
ω3r(t) and v3r(t) denoted by black dashed lines.
Also in this case any folding effect did not occur
during the tracking process. Bounded control sig-
nals preserved maximal admissible values ω0 max =
3.9 rad/s, v0 max = 0.293 m/s.

5 Conclusions

The cascaded VFO control law, presented and
practically validated in the paper, allows one to
solve the trajectory tracking and set-point control
tasks defined for a last trailer (guidance segment)
of the non-standard N-trailer robots. The concept

7Velocities of the last trailer have been computed by using
the tractor control inputs and propagation formula (11).

comes from treatment of N-trailer kinematics in
the form of interconnected unicycle models with
input-velocities resulting from tractor velocities
propagated along a vehicle chain. Control perfor-
mance obtained in the closed-loop system results
from specific properties inherited from the VFO
outer-loop controller. Experimental results pre-
sented in the paper have illustrated efficiency of
the method in cases of backward and forward con-
trol strategies for positive and negative hitching
offsets used in a vehicle.

According to numerous experiments conducted
by the authors, and the results and comments
provided in the paper (and in [15]) one can for-
mulate some practical limitations of the proposed
method:

– substantial grow of noise-sensitivity of the in-
ner loop in the case of very small hitching
offsets Lhi,

– a vehicle folding effect can be observed for the
heterogeneous hitching of trailers (combined
positive and negative hitching offsets in a vehi-
cle); the folding effect can be avoided assum-
ing the homogeneous hitching of trailers,

– motion control strategy (backward/forward)
should be compatible with the signs of (homo-
geneous) hitching offsets to avoid folding of
the vehicle.

Despite the above restrictions, several benefits of
the concept seem to be justified—one can mention:

– unified treatment of trajectory tracking and
set-point control tasks for backward as well as
forward motion strategies,

– fast and non-oscillatory posture-error conver-
gence for the guidance segment,

– a wide set of reference trajectories acceptable
for the guidance segment (as a response of
unicycle kinematics (Eq. 15) to persistently
exciting reference inputs) without the need of
reference signals generation for joint angles,

– simple addressing of tractor input limitations
(by the velocity scaling procedure) and sim-
plicity of the overall control scheme imple-
mentation,

– high scalability of the closed-loop system
(adding additional trailers to a vehicle is not
problematic from a control standpoint, since it
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only increases a number of matrices multiplied
in Eq. 20).

Some important control issues still remain
unsolved. The method proposed in the paper
does not cope with mechanical constraints usu-
ally present in vehicle joints. In other words,
we cannot guarantee that the joint angles of the
N-trailer stay in some prescribed limited ranges
(βi min, βi max), especially within a transient stage.
The greatest challenge related to control of nSNT
(and GNT) robots is to provide (practically ac-
ceptable) solution for a set-point stabilization of
an arbitrary configuration q of the whole vehicle.
In view of the very sparse literature on this topic
(cf. for instance [13] and [35]), the problem seems
to be still open.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License which permits
any use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and the source are credited.
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